Movie Name: GORP

Year Filmed: 1979 Released May 1980

Lead Actors: 

Synopsis of the Film: Gorp is a delightfully silly movie about sending kids to summer camp. It is set in a Catskills style resort for wealthy Jewish kids... except it was filmed in Alexandria Stevens State Park.

Interesting Facts: GORP was filmed in Alexandria Stevens State Park in Crawfordville, GA. Lots of County residents participated in the movie.

Taliaferro County Cast Members: Vivian Harford, Carolyn Moore, Sam and Louis Greene, and Troy Taylor. Also from surrounding counties Pete and Mary Ruth Chafin and Myra Chafin along with Billy Harper from Warrenton.

Geo Cache Site: Poster Board in Parking Lot
Coordinates N33 33.801  W082 53.752

Trinkets for Cache: Poster Key Chain

Hint: Filmed in the Park, Lot of Fun Filming; beware of the Lizard.